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1. Introduction

In the present paper, we work in the category of CW-spectra due to Adams
[1]. For any ring spectrum £", we denote by E*( ) and E*( ) the associated
homology and cohomology functors and by E* the coefficient ring. The unit
of E is denoted by UE : S-+E. Let E be a ring spectrum and F a spectrum.
Consider the spectrum morphism

Then UE Λ 1 induces the generalized Hurewicz map

For E=H, we denote hE simply by h.
Ray [7] has conjectured that the Hurewicz map

(1.1) hκo: MSpn-*KOn(MSp)

is a split monomorphism for any integer n and has shown that it is a split mono-
morphism for n^20. Later Segal [14] has shown that the map (1.1) is not
a monomorphism for n=3l (since MSp3l^Z2) and that Ray's MSp Hattori-
Stong conjecture is false.

But still we may conjecture that the map

(1.2) hκo/Ύors: MSρ*ΓΓors-+KO*(MSp)ΓΓors

is a split monomorphism, where Tors denotes the torsion subgroup.
For any ring spectrum E, we put

Then MSp*/Ύorsc.Wξ. And the map (1.2) is a split monomorphism if and
only if MSp*IΎors=Wξ°.

Let L* be a subring of MSp*®Q. We put
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where D* is the ideal of all decomposable elements in
In this paper, we prove the following two theorems.

Theorem 1.1. The inclusion i: MSp*/Tors-*Wg° induces the isomorphism

(Cf. Proposition 3.12).

Theorem 1.2. The Hurewicz map

hκo: MSpn-*KOn(MSp)

is a split monomorphism for n^30. In particular, we have

MSpn/Ύors = W*° for n<32.

The author wishes to express his hearty appreciation to Professor S. Araki.

2. Calculations in W$ and W%°

We denote by ni: CPn->CP°° (resp. ni: HPn-+HP°°) the inclusion map.
Let E be a ring spectrum having a class x^E2(CP°°) (resp. x^E\HP°°)) such that

E*(CP») = £*μθ/(X«+1) (resp. E*(HP») =

for each integer n^l and ,x^E\CPl)=E\S2) (resp. ^ tΞE\HPl)=E\S')} is
represented by the unit w£, where nx=ni*(x). As is well known, x determines
the Thorn isomorphism φ: E*(BU)^E*(MU) (resp. φ: E*(BSp)^E*(MSp)).
Let;: CP°°-*BU (resp. 7: HP°°-+BSp) be the inclusion map and ̂

(resp. yi'GE*(HP-)) dual to Λ^. Put y, =φ/*(^/) τhen we have

(resp. E*(MSp) = £#[Λ, Λ, .-,Λ, •••]),

where yf&E2i(MU) (resp. y£<=E4i(MSp)).
In Jf?2(CP°°), choose # to be έτ l f the first Chern class of the universal f/(l)-

bundle f1 over CP°°. In this case, we denote y{ by όt . Then we have

H*(MU) = Z[bί9 ia, .-, *,, -], b^H2ί(MU) .

In MC/2(CP°°), choose Λ to be ζ/Ί, the first Conner-Floyd Chern class of ξl,
represented by the homotopy equivalence CP°°^±Mί7(l).

Let zϊΞK2 be such that 1i*(fl-l)=*T in K\CPl\ where
K.\S2) is represented by the unit w^. Then we have

K* = Zzy ar-1 and /
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where t—h(z).
In R2(CP°°)y choose x to be z~l(ζl— 1). As is well known, there is a unique

ring spectrum morphism g : MU-+K such thatg^(cf1)=z~1(ζ1— 1).

In ft\HP°°)y choose x to beply the first symplectic Pontrjagin class of the
universal 5p(l)-bundle ξ1 over HP00. In this case we denote y{ by φ. Then
we have

In MSp\HP°°\ choose x to bep/19 the first Conner-Floyd symplectic Pon-
trjagin class of ξl, represented by the homotopy equivalence HP°°^MSp(l). In
this case, we denote y£ by qf{.

Put /ci=(gr)ήί(qfi)^K^(MSp), where r : MSp-^MU is the morphism induced
by the inclution Sp-+ U. Then we have

K*(MSp) = K*[«19 «2, .-, *„ •••], Ki^K4i(MSp) .

Let έw denote the connective Bi7-spectrum and -ψ*: bu-^K the canonical
morphism. Then we have

ψ*:bun^Kn if n^Q,bun = Q if rc<0.

And let ίc^bu^MSp) be the unique class such that Λj
Then we have

bu*(MSp) = butfa, Z2, -, «„ •-] .

Therefore ψ * : bu*(MSp)^>K*(MSp) is a split monomorphism, so that we have

Similarly we have

(2.2) W$=Wξ°,

where bo denotes the connective J3O-sρectrum.
We have a Runneth isomorphism

since H*(MSp) is torsion free. By this isomorphism we idenify H*(
*( /\MSp).

Lemma 2.1. Consider the commutative diagram

K*(MSp)®Q
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where j=(uκ Λl)*: H*(MSp)^H*(K/\MSp)=H*(K)®H*(MSp). Then we
have

j(%) = \®x

for any x&H*(MSp) and

Proof. It is proven by diagram chasing that

for any

We have the following commutative diagram

H*(bu)®H*(MSp)®Q

where /=(tt*"A 1)*: H*(MSp)^H*(hΛMSp)=H*(fa)®H*(MSp).
Now let Λ?e Wξ=Wb*u (Cf. (2.1)). Then there is an integer raφO such that

WΛ? e MSp*/Ύors. We have

nh(hbu(x)) = h(hbu(nx))

Since //Tors: H*(MSp)^H*(bu)/Ύors®H*(MSp) is a split monomorphism,
») ςΞj(H*(MSp)). Therefore we obtain

By (2.1) and dimensional reason, we obtain

Conversly let y e K*(MSp) and A(j) e ί(H*(MSρ)) . Then

h(y}^j(h(MSp*®Q}) = h(hκ(MSp*®Q)) ,

so that y^hκ(MSp*®Q). Consequently we obtain
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yeh*(Wξ), h(y)<=h(hκ(W$)) .

Corollary 2.2. h(W$)c:H*(MSp).

It is well known that

(2.3) **(*,) = <V(ί+l)l,

where g* : H*(MU)^H*(K). And we have

Lemma 2.3.

where (gr)*: H*(MSp)-»H*(K).

Proof. We have

>•*(?,•) = 2[i*-4A,_1+ +(-i)'-l4,_A+J+(-i)'« ,

so that the lemma follows immediately from (2.3).

Consider the commutative diagram

MSp*(MSp) - - - > H*(MSp)®H*(MSp)

K*(MSp) - » H*(K)®H*(MSp).

By definition, (gr)*(qfi)=ιti Therefore we have

so that, by Ray [9], (5 6) and Lemma 2.3, we can calculate the Hurewicz map

h: K*(MSp)->H*(K)®H*(MSp).

Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 and the fact that hκ: Wg-*K*(MSp) is a monomor-
phism, we obtain

Proposition 2.4. Wf£ is generated by elements

#,.(1<;̂ 7), y» y6 and yΊ

in dimensions<.32, where xf (1 ̂ i^6) are defined by
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hκ(x2) = *X-4ιcϊ+10*a,

hκ(xs) = ^2(—3^+4/c2)+ 12^

hκ(x4) = z2(κl—2tc1/c2+κz)—4κ4

1

) = « (-7Λί+18 â-4Λ;

+28**- 1 12^+66^^+96^3-- 38/c2/c3-62/c1«:4+22/c5 ,

jy4 = (_Λ£+Λ?lΛ.a)/4, j;6 = (_ x^+x^β and y7 = (

And we have

Lemma 2.5. Let tfeWlf, and

A*(tf) =/(#, ICj, Λ2, ••-, Λ, , •• )eZ[*, Λ!, IC2, •", Λ, , -•]

Then

For example,

Proof. Notice that

h(κi) = l®qf mod t®l in Q[t]®H*(MSp)

where A: K*(MSp)-+H*(K)®H*(MSp). Then the lemma follows from
Lemma 2.1.

Let c: KO-> K be the complexification morphism. As is well known,
is generated by the classes

t, y<=KO8 and y

subject to the relations

2e = ez = ex = 0, x2 = Ay and yy~l = 1
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such that

c*(x) = 2#2 and c*(y) = z4 in K* .

Let σ{^KO4i(MSp) be the unique class such that c^(σi)

Then we have

KO*(MSp) = K0*[σί9 <r2, ..-, <r, , •••]

and

(2.4)

As a corollary to Proposition 2.4, we obtain

Proposition 2.6. W^° to the following generators for

k== l :2* l e

A = 2: Λ£ 2#2 .

A = 3: 2 ,̂ ΛΛ, 2*3.

A = 4: #ί, 2x\x2, ffjtfa, 2j4, 2 4̂ .

K == j ! ZΛJj, XιX2> ΔX^X^y ΔX^y^ X2^3> X\X^ £Xs

k = 6: x6

19 2Λ?X, 4*3, 2*^2*3, 2x2y4, x2

3, 2x2,x4 ,

xλχ2χz+χ\(y,+χ,\ χ2χ4, Λ?Λ, 2Λ?6 .

k = 7: 2x1 x\x2, 2#X, 2x\y^ x\xzx^ 2x^1, 2x3y4>

REMARK.

where ίί-S^̂  is the algebra of Ray [10], (2-1), and

for /^4, where hf are the classes in [10], (3 7) (Cf. Lemma 2.5)

3. Adams spectral sequence maps

For any connective spectrum X such that Xr is finitely generated for each

r, we denote by E%*(X) the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence for X * (Cf. [3], 2.2).

For an integer n, we denote by FsXn the s-th filtration in the mod 2 Adams

spectral sequence. Then we have

FsXnIF*+lXn = EL's+n(X) = Es

r

 s+»(X) (r large)

Let H be a graded vector space over Z2. We define a graded vector space
H' from H by
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H2n = Hm H2n+ί = 0

for any integer n. For any connected Hopf algebra H over Z2, we denote the
augmentation ideal 2 Hfby H.

«>o

We denote the mod 2 Steenrod Algebra by A. Let A" be endowed
with structure as a graded ^-module by the following ^4-action.

A® A

Here /3: A-+A" is the map such that β*(x)=x*<=A* for any x^A"* and μ is
the product map in A. Using the notation of Milnor [4], we denote (f^+i)* ky
my for any integers myj^0. For any n (Orgwίgoo), let S(n) be the Hopf sub-
algebra of A (multiplicatively) generated by the elements 10, 2j for j<n. The
map β induces the isomorphism

(3.1) A\\E^A",

where B=B(°o).
Let R be a Hopf subalgebra of A, and (C, dc> 6C) a Λ-free resolution of Z2.

As is well known, A is free as a right l?-module and we have the isomorphism
of ^4-modules. So we obtain

Lemma 3.1. There is an ^4-free resolution of AJAR :

®
R

The following proposition is well known.

Proposition 3.2.

(1) (Serre [15]) (HZ2)*(H)^A/AB(Q)

as graded A-modules.

(2) (Cf. [1], §16) (HZ,)*(bo)e*AlAB(\)

as graded A-modules.

(3) (Cf. [3], THEOREM II. 4) (HZ2)*(MSp)^A"® S"

as graded coalgebra and A-modules (A oprating on S" trivially), where S is the
graded coalgebra over Z2 such that

S* » Z2[V2> V4, V5, ..-, V» •-], iΦ2β-l, deg V, = i .

As a result of Proposition 3.2, the following proposition is obtained by
(3.1) and Lemma 3.1.
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Proposition 3.3.

(1) EJ(H)<χExtκ»(Z» Z2).

(2) E2(bo)^ExtBω(Z2> Z2).

(3) E2(MSp)^ExtB(Z2, Z2)®Z2[v2) v4) v5, .-, vi

A β(w)-free resolution of Zz has been constructed by Liulevicius [3]. Let
Y(n) be the Z2 -vector space with basis

I== (*Ό» *Ί> — i ί»-ι)ι / = OΌ, ji, ~,j»)> where /, / are Ί
Γ ^ . , . f

sequences or non-negative, rinitely non-zero integers. J .

Let

= (Σ (iV+Λ), Σ [ir(2r+2-

We define a _B(«)-homomorphism </(»): B(ri)(S) Y(ri)-^>B(ri)(£) Y(ri) by

+ (yfc+1

2

+2)(/-Δ0-2Δ,)®(/+2ΔΛ+1)]

Σ (Λ+]

Here we set 7-Δr=0 if /r=0 and /-Δr=0 if ;V=0. Then

J3(w)® Y(n) = (B(n)

is the J5(w)-free resolution of Z2 constructed by him, where £(n) : B(ri)® Y(n\-*Z2

is the unique JS(w)-homomorphism. Put

Then we have

<t(n)<J> = Σ 1*</-Δ*> .

Using the notation of [3] for HomBίnJβ(ri)®Y(n\ Z2)=Y(n)*, let

Λ-\Ztt Z2) ,
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Proposition 3.4. (Liulevicius [3])

(1) ExtM>(Zv Z2) = Zf[ϊβ].

(2) Extβ(iι:)(Z2, Z2) has multiplicative generators qQy kQ> r0 and ω0 zwϊA bidegrees

(1,1), (1,2), (3,7) αwrf (4,12) respectively subject to the relations

qQk0 = Q,kl = 0, kϋτ0 = 0 and r2

Q = ^ω0 .

Corollary 3.5.

(1) E.(H) = E,(H).

(2) E»(bo) = E2(bo) .

Lemma 3.6. For any integer n, there is an integer s0=sQ(n) such that

Ext*B°+»(Z2, Z2) = (Zf[ίβ, {τy}]r
 J+" if *£*.

Proof. Let S(m) be the Hopf subalgebra of B (multiplicatively) generated
by B(m), lm+1 (0^m<oo). By Segal [12], PROPOSITION 2.3, there is a

spectral sequence „!?*** such that

(Ω = B(

f, zt) .

Since Ω= 2̂[̂ , V=[2J, we have JT(Ω*)=Z1[AJ, deg A..==(l, 2M+2-2). And
Extίίm,(Z2, Z2)=ExtB<m,(Z2, Z2)®Z2[qm+1], deg 0w+l=(l, 2(ίί+2- 1). Therefore

2, Z2)®Z2[km]®Zz[qm+1] .

Then we have

and all dr in mjB are trivial on ExtBM)(Z2, Z2)®Z2[km] (Cf. [12]).
Now we prove by induction on m that there is an integer s0=ί0(w,»ι) such

that

Z2) = (Z,[ίo, {τ/; ^m- !}])•••+" if

For ί«=0, it is true by Proposition 3.4, (1). Assume that it is true for m.

Since deg?M+1=(l, l+(2"+'-2)), 2-+'-2^1 and deg £„=(!, l+(2ra+2-3)),
2m+2— 3;>1, there is an integer sa

f=s0'(n, m) such that

i}, βL«]) +" if

Clearly there is an integer So'=So"(n, m)^s0' such that

) +" = (Z.fe, {τy ^m- 1} , ϊ̂ +J)'-'*" if
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?o?L+ι is a permanent cycle and τm is represented by q(ί<fi

m+1. Put sQ(n, m+l)—
sQ"(ny m) then

άZ* Z2) = (Z2[q0, {τj ,j£m}]γ +* if s^s0(n, m+l) .

From the fact that Exts^s+n(Z2ί Z2)^Exts/ά?(Z2, Z2) if 2m+2-3>n, the
lemma follows.

Let

G = mG = AIAB(m)®(HZ2y(MSp) = (HZ2Y(tnM)®(HZ2Y(MSp)

(A operating on (HZ2)*(MSp) trivially), where m=ϋ or 1 and 0M=H, 1M=bo.
And we define a map

Φ = mΦ : G-*(HZ2)*(M/\MSp) (M = mM)

by Φ([α]®iί)=2[Λί

/] Λί

//M for a^A9ue(HZ2)*(MSp)9 where
Σ3 Λ/0ΛΛ Then we have

Lemma 3.7. (Cf. [1], §16) Φ is an isomorphism of graded coalgebras and
^4-modules.

We identify G and (HZ2)*(Mf\MSp) by Φ.

Corollary 3.8.

(1) E2(H/\MSp)=Z2[q0, vl3 v2, -, ̂  •••].

(2) E2(bo/\MSp)=E2(bo)®Z2[vίy v2) -, ̂  -].

Here ^e£2°'
4ί(wM /\MSp), where

^=BΓy] if i=2^-l,^=[FJ if

((HZ2)*(MSp) = ̂ //*®S//*).

Corollary 3.9.

(1) E00(H/\MSp)=E2(H/\MSp).

Therefore we have

FsHn(MSp) = {χςΞHn(MSp) , 2s\κ} .

(2) E00(bo/\MSp)=E2(bo/\MSp).

Lemma 3.10. For any u e (HZ2)*(MSp), we have

where («MΛl)*: G-^(HZ2)*(MSp).
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Proof. For any v^(HZ2)*(MSp), we can prove by diagram chaising that

Therefore we have

(uM/\l)*(l u) = u

for any ue(HZt)*(MSp), where (uMM)*: (HZ2)*(M /\MSp)-*(HZ2)*(MSp).
Since Φ'^l u)=l®u, the lemma follows.

For any ring spectrum X and any spectrum F, ux/\ 1 : Y-*X/\ Y induces

the spectral sequence map

hx:E**(Y)->E$*(X/\Y).

For X=H, we denote hx simply by h.

Lemma 3.11.

(1-a) %,)=», if iΦ2β-l.

(1-b) h(ExtB(Z2y Z2)) is contained in the ring

0R = Z2[q0, vl9 v3, — , u2-.!,— ] .

(1-c) h(rj)=ql(v2j+ί_1^-dem.coρosables in Z2[vί9 v3, •••, ^2«_!, •• ])e0-R.

(2-a) hbo(vi)=^vi if iφ2β-l.

(2-b) hbo(ExtB(Z2, Z2)) is contained in the ring

(2-c) h^r^T^vl^+oULGr terms in Z2[vί9 v3, •••, ^2y_
decomposables in Z2[ !̂, ϋa, •••, v2a_19 •• ])ξ:lRy

where vQ=l.

(2-cO Let Me(Z2[?0, {Tj])s''cE '̂<(Z2, Z2). Then we have

and

_ if

(2-d) A*°(^ )=Λ0(t>2y_1
n

Proof. We porve only (2). We can prove (1) in the same way. Applying
Lemma 3.1 to the resolution B(ri)®Y(ri), we obtain an ^4-free resolurion of

A/AB{n):

£ d d d d
A/AB(n) ^-A+-A® Y^), *-.»*- 4® Y(n),
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Then (A®Y(\)®A"®S"> d®\®\, ζ®\®\) is an A-free resolution of

,G = AIAB(l)®A"®S"

and (-4® y(°o)<g)S", d®\, β®l) an yl-free resolution of

We can define an -4-homomorρhism /,: A®Y(l)s®A"-+A®Y(°o)s for each
such that

{/.®1 A® Y(1),®A"®S"^A® Y(<*>)9®S"}

is a homomorphism of ^4-free resolutions, that is,

and

where (M*°Λl)*: ̂ /^^(l)®^"®^"-*^"®^" (Cf. Lemma 3.10). Partial
construction of {/,} is given as the following ((o)~(iϋ), (i')).

(o) For (rΓ'r2

Λ2-^ -)*e^"= Y(\\®A" ,

(i) /1«Δ0>®2/_1) = 8y_1<Δβ>+6y.1<Δy> for j^2,

/1«Δ0>®20) = 80<Δ0>+60<Δ1>+20<Δ2> ,

Λ«Δ1>®2y_1) = 8y_1<Δ1>+4y_1<Δy+1> ,

Λ«Δ0>® ly) = 4/Δ,>+2χΔy+1> .

(ii) /i«Δβ+Δ1>®2y_1) = 8y_1<Δβ+Δ1>+6y_1<Δ1+Δy>+4y_1<Δ.+Δy+1>

+2y.1<Δy+Δy+1> for j^2,

/2«Δ0+Δ1>®20) = 80<Δ0+Δ1>+40<Δ0+Δ2>,

Λ«2Δ1>®2y_1) = 8y_1<2Δ1>+4y_1<Δ1+Δy+I>+<2Δy+1>,

Λ«2Δ0>® ly) = 4y<2Δ0>+27-<Δ0+Δy+1>+<2Δ/+1> .

(iii) /,«Δβ+2Δ1>®2y_1) = 8y_1<Δβ+2Δ1>+6y_1<2Δ1+Δy>

+4y_l<Δβ+Δ1+Δy+1>+2y_1<Δ1+Δy+Δy+1>+<Δ0+2Δy+1>,

/3«3Δ0>® ly) = 4y<3Δ0>+2y<2Δ0+Δy+1>+<Δ0+2Δy+1> .

l y _0 = 4y.1Δ.®(0)+lβlyΔy_1®(0)+Δy®(0)

= 40Δ0®(0)+Δ1®(0) .

We have
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HomA(fs®\, 1)=/*®1: Y(oo

where/*: y(oo)*->y(l)*®^"and 1: S"*-*S"*. So we obtain (2-a) and (2-b).
By (iii), we obtain

ι) = ΛjίΘβ+other terms in Y(1)*®A" for j ̂  1

and

ff(y*ti+ι+*<fi/yj+ι) = :Vo3®?y+ι+other terms in Y(l)*(g)^" .

Obviously we have/f(y03/ι+Λ?ojv1)=3/03;ι®l+ other terms, so that

/f(Λ^+β+^yΛ+ι) =yβ3ί®fy+^®fy+ι+other terms in F(l)*<g>,4"

for y^O,

where SΌ—l No j0j^+other terms in (y(l)*)7 is coboundary and
Ext*&(Z» Za)= {0, TO} . ( F(l)3*)3- {0, yl} . Therefore we have

hbo(τj) = T^/.j+gJ^y+i.j+other terms in ̂  .

From the dimensional reason, (2-c) follows.
(2-d) can be proven by (i').
Now we prove (2-cx). We define a ring homomorphism

by T(?o)=0> ίy(τo)=ro> <y(^2

Λ_ι)=^2Λ-ι ^n<i we define a decreasing filtration
in Z2[τ0, {v-i}] by

— (the ideal of ί10 generated by (v-iί <*

Then FSF*C.FS+* and 7hbo(τj)=τQvl}^ mod higher filtration.

Let

«' is not divisible by q0 in 2̂[?0> {τα}]

If u$Z2[q0] then w' has the form

and there is (sl9 — ,ίy, •••) such that δ(w sι ..... V °ΦO). We have
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Therefore we obtain

<γhbo(u')ΈΞ 2 *c"i ̂  "V ">τί"(v0ιί) ι...(τβ^_l) y...
O^ίu •"jίy, •",

(»l,*l, ,*y, θΦ(0)

mod higher filtration,

so that (2-c') is proven.

By Lemma 3.11, (2-a) and (2-d), we obtain

Proposition 3.12. Let k be an integer, and x^MSρ^k+ί represented by an
element Φ 0 of E^W4k+1\MSp). Then hκo(x) Φ 0 in KO4k+,(MSp).

Proof. Extβ(Z29 Z2) is a Z2-vector space generated by {qQ, k0,k19 , kj , •} .

By Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.11, (1), we obtain

Lemma 3.13. Let s, t be integers, and u^Es^(MSp) such that q"u=£Q for
any integer n^0. Then h(u)Φ0 in Es^(H/\MSp).

REMARK. Lemma 3.13 follows also from [12], PROPOSITION 3.2.

4. Proof of Thorem 1.1

For any integer k, we denote by gk the composition of the following
sequence of homomorphism

h ph
MSpιk®Q -> H4k(MSρ)®Q ^> Q ,

where pk(x) is the coefficient of qk in x for any x^H^k(MSp)®Q. We have the
commutative diagram

MSptkfTors ^—> Q4k(MSρ*/Ύors) ~ίίi->_ z

i ί*

•1 \

ws7KO 1

Here q denotes the quotient map, and u19 u2 are the maps such that

Tors = Uloq, gk \ Wff = u2oq

(Cf. Corollary 2.2 and (2.4)). Since uz is a monomorphism, Theorem 1.1 is
equivalent to
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(4.1) gk(MSp,kIΎors) ^gk(W?k°) for any integer k.

By [9], (64), we have

(4.2) M5p*/Tors®Z[i] = W$°®Z[%] .

Therefore (4.1) is equivalennt to

(4.3) 2s I gk(MSp,kIΎors)^2s \ gk( W^°) for any integer k.

Let E be a ring spectrum. Then, obviously, we have

(4.4) f*(W§)^Wξ_M.

for any morphism /: MSp-*MSp of degree — n, where /*:

Making use of Proposition 2.6, Lemma 2.5 and (4.4), we can prove the
following proposition in the same way as that of Segal [13].

Proposition 4.1.

(1) For any integer k, gk(W%°) is divisible by 2. If k is a power of 2 then it

is divisible by 4.
(2) Let k be an odd integer. Then h(W^k°) is divisible by 4 in H4k(MSp).

In particular, gk(W*°) is divisible by 4.

And further, making use of some results in §3, we obtain

Proposition 4.2. If k=2*—l,j an integer>Q, thengk(W%°) is divisible by 8.

Proof. Let x^W*° and #ΦO. By Lemma 3.6, there is an integer n^O
such that 2nx^MSp4k/Ύorsc:MSp4k is represented by an element of Z2[qQ, {rm} ,
K ; *'Φ2*— 1}] Π E^MSp). Let 2"x be represneted by uEΞE^MSp), s^O.

(i) In case u^Z2[q0, {v^ ίφ2β— 1}]: There is a decomposable element
y^H4k(MSp) such that

h(2*x) = y mod Fs+Ή4k(MSp) .

Therefore, by Corollary 3.9, (1), gk(2nx) is divisible by 2s+\ so that gk(x) is
divisible by 2s+1~n. By Lemma 3.13, h(2"x) is not divisible by 25+1, so that h(x)
is not divisible by 2S+1~Λ By Proposition 4.1, (2), we have s+l—n^3.
Consequently £Λ(Λ?) is divisible by 8.

(ii) In case u&Z2[q0, {v{\ ίφ2β— 1}]: By Lemma 3.11, (2-a) and (2-cx), we
have

By (2.2), hbo(x)^bo.k(MSp). Let hbo(x) be represented by w^Et'

By Proposition 3.4, (2), hbo(2"x)=2nhbo(x) is represented by #>, so that
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hbo(u) = q

Then w&Z2[q0, {»,}], so that s-n^3. h(2nx) is'divisible by 25, so that h(x) is
divisible by 2S~". Consequently h(x) is divisible by 8.

Let Λy(»!, n2, •• ,nr)^MSp2N_4j be the Stong-Ray classes in [11], where

Proposition 4.3.

(1) (Segal [13]) For an even integer k>0, we define integers sk and tk as
follows. If k is not a power of 2 then we define sk=2u+l, 2U the largest power of
2 less than k, and tk=k—sk+2. If k= 2* then we define sk=tk=2''~1+l. Then
we have

(2 mod 4 if £=0mod 2, ΛΦ2'
gk(n,(sk, tk)) = ]

( 4 mod 8 tf k = 2J

(2) Using the notation of (1), we have

_ Γ 4 m o d 8 if k=l mod 2, &Φ2>-1
gk(n2(sk+ι, tk+1)) = <

I 8 mod 16 if k = 2J—l

(Segal [13] has proven the fact that gk(MSp^k/Ύors) is not divisible by 8 if A= 1

Now (4.3) follows from Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, so that Theorem
1.1 is proven.

As a corollary to Proposition 4.3, we obtain

Proposition 4.4. {nj(nly n2ί •• ,nr)^MSp*} generates

Proof. From Stong [17], Theorem 1, it follows that {nλ(n^ n2y * ,wr)}
generates Q(MSp^/ΓTors)®Zp for any odd prime/).

5. Proof of Theorem 1.2 and some remarks

For integers k, ί^O, we put

F\ = h(MSp,k) Π FΉ4k(MSp)
and

Pi = h(Wfk°) n FsH,k(MSp) .

The following lemma follows immediately from the definition.

Lemma 5.1. For m=l or 2, the inclusion Fs

m-*H4k(MSp) induces the
monomorphism
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FsJF^^FsH4k(MSp)IFs^H4k(MSp) = Eϊ«

Lemma 5.2. MSρ4Λ/Tors = W*j° if and only if

FSJFΪ+1 = FS

2/FS

2

+1 c Es^k(H/\ MSp) for any

Proof. By (4.2), we have

Therefore there is an integer ί0=s0(Λ) such that Fl=F*2 for any ί̂ 0 Then it
is easy to see that h(MSp4k)=h(W$°) if and only if

p*/F*+ι = FS

2/FS

2

+1 for any s^O .

Since h: MSp*(£)Q-*H*(MSp)®Q is an isomorphism, the lemma follows.

By Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.6, Lemmas 3.13, 5.2 and Segal [12],
TABLE II, we obtain

Lemma 5.3. MSp4k/
rTors= W%° for k ̂  7.

By Lemma 5.3, Proposition 2.6, Lemma 3.11, (2) and [12], TABLE II,
we can prove

Lemma 5.4.

order of MSpn = order of hκo(MSpn)

for n^ 30, n*0mod4.

Since MSp4k is torsion free for k^7 by [12], Theorem 1.2 follows from
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4.

Making use of the Ray classes φf^MSp8ί_3 in [8], we can immediately calcu-
late the ring structure of MSp* in dimensions 5^30 except the values of α#7 and
α2#7, where a is the generator of MSp^Z2 (Cf. Ray [10], (5-25)). For example,
we have

Proposition 5.5. For k ̂  5 ,

xlMSp4k+ldaMSp4k+8 and xlMSp4k+2c:a2MSp4k+8 .

We can calculate the Hurewicz map (1.1) for n—17:

Proposition 5.6. There is an indecomposable element r^MSp17 such that

Proof. Using the notation of [12], %l is represented by ω0 and 2y4 by qQv2

2.

Therefore 2xly4 is represented by q0ωQvl . Since
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4+^4) is represented by ωQv2

2.
Let τ'eMS/>17 be a class represented by k<p\. Then x\τ' is represented by

&0ω0z>2, so that

^V ΞΞ a(Xίχ2x,+xl(x2

2+y.+x4)) mod F*MSp25 .

Therefore

yi*0(τ') = A*°(**τ') = ye(σ2

2+yσ2) mod hκo(F*MSp25) .

Since hκo(F*MSp25)=yhκo(F2MSp17), there is an element \&F2MSp17 such that

We may take T=T'-\-\.

Let ΌE%*(MSp) denote the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for MSp*
(Cf. [5]). Proposition 2.6 shows us the structure of

in low dimensions:

Proposition 5.7.

(1) (Porter [6]) ΌEf(MSp)^{x^MSp^®Q\ r^

(2) {Λ

Proof of (2). Consider the commutative diagram

'*

Then r^.: K*(MSp)-*K*(MU) is a split monomorphism. And, by Hattori [2]
or Stong [16], hκ: MU*-*K%(MU) is a split monomorphism.

OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY
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